Optimized Radiator Geometries for Hot Lunar Thermal Environments

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

The optimum radiator configuration in hot lunar thermal environments is one in which the radiator is parallel to the ground and has no view to the hot lunar surface. However, typical spacecraft configurations have limited real estate available for top-mounted radiators, resulting in a desire to use the spacecraft’s vertically oriented sides. Vertically oriented, flat panel radiators will have a large view factor to the lunar surface, and thus will be subjected to significant incident lunar infrared heat. Consequently, radiator fluid temperatures will need to exceed ≈325 K (assuming standard spacecraft radiator optical properties) in order to provide positive heat rejection at lunar noon. Such temperatures are too high for crewed spacecraft applications in which a heat pump is to be avoided.

A recent study of vertically oriented radiator configurations subjected to lunar noon thermal environments led to the discovery of a novel radiator concept that yielded positive heat rejection at lower fluid temperatures. This radiator configuration, called the Intense Thermal Infrared Reflector (ITIR), has exhibited superior performance to all previously analyzed concepts in terms of heat rejection in the lunar noon thermal environment. A key benefit of ITIR is the absence of louvers or other moving parts and its simple geometry (no parabolic shapes). ITIR consists of a specularly reflective shielding surface and a diffuse radiating surface joined to form a horizontally oriented V-shape (shielding surface on top). The point of intersection of these surfaces is defined by two angles, those which define the tilt of each surface with respect to the local horizontal. The optimum set of these angles is determined on a case-by-case basis. The idea assumes minimal conductive heat transfer between shielding and radiating surfaces, and a practical design would likely stack sets of these surfaces on top of one another to reduce radiator thickness.

This work was done by Dustin Ochoa of Jacobs Engineering (ESCG) for Johnson Space Center. For further information, contact the JSC Innovation Partnerships Office at (281) 483-3809. MSC.24481-1

A Mission Concept: Re-Entry Hopper-Aero-Space-Craft System on-Mars (REARM-Mars)

A reusable lander, hopper, sample-return collector cargo system (all-in-one) is proposed for Mars. NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

Future missions to Mars that would need a sophisticated lander, hopper, or rover could benefit from the REARM Architecture. The mission concept REARM Architecture is designed to provide unprecedented capabilities for future Mars exploration missions, including human exploration and possible sample-return missions, as a reusable lander, ascend/descent vehicle, refuelable hopper, multiple-location sample-return collector, laboratory, and a cargo system for assets and humans. These could all be possible by adding just a single customized Re-Entry-Hopper-Aero-Space-Craft System, called REARM-spacecraft, and a docking station at the Martian orbit, called REARM-dock. REARM could dramatically decrease the time and the expense required to launch new exploratory missions on Mars by making them less dependent on Earth and by reusing the assets already designed, built, and sent to Mars. REARM would introduce a new class of Mars exploration missions, which could explore much larger expanses of Mars in a much faster fashion and with much more sophisticated lab instruments.

The proposed REARM architecture consists of the following subsystems:

- **REARM-dock** that would orbit Mars could host both the spaceship traveling between Earth and the Martian orbit, as well as the REARM-spacecraft. It would repeatedly receive cargo shipped from Earth. It could also receive sample-return containers and would load them into the Earth spacecraft for return to Earth. A compartment has been envisioned in the middle of the REARM-dock that would perform the exchange of cargo between the Earth spaceships and the Martian REARM-spacecraft. The cargo coming from Earth could include caches of propellant, MPEs (modular propulsion elements), batteries, spare parts for the rovers or REARM system, as well as new science payloads, which could be installed on existing rovers and sample-return containers.

- **The REARM-spacecraft** is envisioned to be a re-entry vehicle that could make round trips between the Martian orbiter and the surface of Mars using MPEs coming from the Earth, or could be solar and battery-powered similar to X37B. It would function in three different modes: (i) As a re-entry ascent/descent vehicle, cycling from the orbiter down to the surface of Mars; (ii) As a hopper, travelling (hopping) along the surface of Mars in order to relocate the rovers and other assets on
the surface using a combination of the thrusters underneath it and a stronger turbine on its back; and (iii) As a hoverer, hovering over certain areas, using the thrusters (similar to the MSL’s powered descending) when positioned horizontally.

- The **sky-crane**, which is envisioned to be similar to the one used for Curiosity, could lower objects and deploy them on the surface of Mars. In addition, it could grasp objects, including samples, and pull them up.

- A **secure-attached-compartment** that is envisioned to be a part of the REARM-spacecraft could securely hold the large objects that would need to be carried by the REARM-spacecraft.

- The **sample-return container** could hold and collect the samples needed to be sent to the orbiter or to Earth. The sample-return container might be able to acquire samples directly from the surface when REARM’s sky-crane would lower them to the surface.

- An **agile rover** that is envisioned to be light, fast, and small with simple science instruments such as a drill and imagers, and simple spectrometers could be used to detect and excavate important samples that would need further examination in REARM’s orbital lab.

- A **scalable orbital lab** is envisioned to be a part of REARM’s docking station that could be equipped with sophisticated (such as a scanner) science instruments by different space agencies from Earth. By extending the lab in the future, it might also be used as a safe and habitable hub for future human exploration.

- **On-the-road robotic handymen** (on-the-road Robonauts) are envisioned to perform small repairs and maintenance, such as dusting the rover’s solar panels, folding the solar panels, hooking the sky-crane securely to the rovers, changing the batteries, replacing new parts or scientific payloads, etc. They could also perform the tests and experiments inside the orbiting laboratory.

The design of the REARM-spacecraft could borrow from many existing re-entry vehicle technologies. The powered lander and sky-crane used for MSL have already been designed, built, and tested. Also, making a docking station on the orbit of Mars could be done using previous experience of docking stations in the orbit of Earth and sending different satellites to the orbit of Mars. Therefore, the integration of the technologies needed to actually place the REARM architecture on the Martian orbit could be a conceivable endeavor.

This work was done by Faranak Davoodi of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For more information, contact iaoffice@jp1.nasa.gov.
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